
Gyula Laziczius and Early Prague Phonology 

GYULA LAZICZIUS was not only one of the first Hungarian scholars to view 
problems of phonology from the functionalist angle. Besides, he can justly 
claim to have been the first Hungarian linguist to at tempt a synthetizing 
functionalist hierarchy of the basic phonic facts of language. Moreover, one 
can justly call him the first functionally orientated linguiest, not only in his 
own country but in the world at large, to draw a clear demarcative line between 
purely referential phonology (later labelled by N. S. TBUBETZKOY ,,Dar-
stellungsphonologie") and the phonological research dealing with subjective 
and emotionally motivated aspects of the functionalist analysis of language 
phenomena, the research into which was to be later denoted by the Trubetzkoy-
an term ,,phonostylistics" (in the original German version of the term, ,,Laut
et ilistik"). 

I t was only natural tha t the functionally orientated scholar Laziczius 
was soon to contact the Prague centre of the functionalist linguistic studies,its 
Linguistic Circle, which at tha t time had already gained international repu
tation not only by the lectures delivered by its protagonists (mainly by 
VIE/EM MATHESIUS, R. JAKOBSON and N. S. TBUBETZKOY) at the two inter-
nationational congresses of linguists held in The Hague in 1928 and in Geneva in 
193I1, not to speak of the Prague international phonological conference in 
19302, but especially by three volumes of its now almost legendary series 
Travaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague, of which, by 1931, all were dealing 
mostly with phonological issues.3 In the year 1932 Laziczius sent to Mathesius 
and some of his colleagues a lengthy paper introducing the reader into phono
logical problems and already foreshadowing some of his own main theses by 
which he was to become one of the outstanding functionalist phonologists of 
the nineteen-thirties. The paper was of course written in Hungarian4 and 

1 See particularly V. MATHESIUS, On Linguistic Characterology with Illustrations 
from Modern English. Actes du Premier Congres International de Linguistes ä la Haye 
(1928). 56 — 63. — R. JAKOBSON—S. KABCEVSKIJ —N. S. TBUBETZKOY, Propositions. 
Ibidem, p. 336 (reprinted in JAKOBSON'S Selected Writings I. The Hague 1962, pp. 3 — 6). 
(Mathesius's paper was reprinted in J. VACHEK, A Prague School Reader in Linguistics. 
Bloomington 1964. 55 — 67.) — See also V. MATHESIUS, Ziele und Aufgaben der verglei
chenden Phonologie. Xenia Pragensia. Prague 1929. 432 — 445. 

2 The talks delivered at the conference (with a summary of discussions) can be 
found in Travaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague 4, 1931. 

3 Volumes 1 and 2 were published in 1929 and were dedicated to the First Inter
national Congress of Slavists then meeting in Prague, for volume 4 see the preceding 
note. — Vol. 3, by BOHUMIL TRNKA, does not deal with phonological problems. 

4 GY. LAZICZIUS, Bevezetés a fonológiába. A Magyar Nyelvtudományi Társaság 
Kiadványai 33. 1932, pp. 109ff. 
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thus was not easily intelligible to most of the Prague scholars, to whom the 
contents of the paper were therefore mediated by a young Slovak member of 
the Prague Circle who was well versed in the Hungárián language.5 

Favourably impressed by Laziczius's paper, Mathesius and his colleagues 
invited its author to corne to Prague for a short visit. Laziczius accepted the 
invitation and in a private gathering of several members of the Circle (in 
Mathesius's household) explained in more detail some aspects of his phonologi-
cal conception. (Incidentally, in a friedly talk he revealed to his host the inte-
resting fact tha t one of his I6th Century ancestors had been the well-known 
Polish histórián Jan Lasicki (Lasicius), an author of the Latin history of the 
religious group of Czech Urethren „De origine et rebus gestis Fratrum Bohemo-
rum"6 ; in some parts of the Western world the group is better known under 
the label Moravian Brethren). Some of the ideas covered by Laziczius's Prague 
talk appear to hâve been worked out in his Germán paper to be published three 
years after his visit to Prague.7 

Since tha t time Prague phonologists maintained the contact with 
their Hungárián colleague and friend until the gloomy years of the World War 
I I in the course of which virtually ail contact of the Prague Circle with foreign 
countries was to corne to a standstill and in which also Laziczius himself 
was to find himself in very reduced existential circumstances, due to his 
well-known anti-Nazi views. Of this plight of their Hungárián colleague his 
Prague friends were to learn only occasionally and without any possibility of 
alleviating his regrettable lot. Thus members of the Prague group could only 
hear about Laziczius again after the war. The pre-war meetings with 
Laziczius, unfortunately, were not to be followed by others because in the 
stormy turmoil of the following years Laziczius was again to fall on evil days. 
The troubles to which he was subjected certainly very much contributed to the 
breakdown of his already badly shattered health and were the cause of his 
prématuré death at a relatively early âge. 

So much, then, can be said about Laziczius's personal contacts with the 
early Prague School. Let us now examine, as briefly as possible, the importance 
of the emphasis laid by the Hungárián scholar on other than purely referential 
(„purely informative") function of the phonic phenomena of language. 

Admittedly, Laziczius was not the first to observe the fact tha t emotive 
appeal is often signalled in language utterances by specific phonic features 
included in them. Thus, e.g., as early as in 1923 Roman Jakobson8 had pointed 
out the unusual palatal quality of the Common Colloquial Czech consonant [r] 
in the street cries of news-vendors in instances liké Právo lidu! Similarly, 
Vilém Mathesius had called linguists' attention to the occurrence in interjections 
and onomatopoetic expressions of phonic facts unkown in purely referential 
function - see, e.g., ModGerm tschingdada, etc.9 Finally, in the discussions 
held in the Circle's meetings it was also noted (particularly by BOHUSLAV 

5 He was a young member of the Circle D B L'UDOVÍT NÓVÁK (at présent Professor 
of P. J . Safárik University in Presov, Slovakia). 

6 Cf. JOSEF JAKXTBEC, Dëjiny literatury ceské I. Praha 1929, pp. 702 et pass. 
7 G. LAZICZIUS, Probleme der Phonologie. Ungarische Jahrbücher 15 (1935): 

495—510. 
8 ROMAN JAKOBSON, O cesskom Stiche, preimuscestvenno v sopostavlenii s russkim 

(Berlin 3923), p . 75. 
9 See MATHESIUS'S paper Ziele und Aufgaben, quoted here above, note 1. 
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HAVRÁNEK) tha t the Common Colloquial Czech vowels [e:] and [o:], virtually-
unknown in referential function, are often found to replace their short counter
parts [e] and [o], respectively, if the words containing the latter are pronounced 
with strong emotion (see, e.g., instances like [bje: zet] 'to run' , [mo: re] ' the 
sea' for standard Czech, unemotional, bezet, mofe. I t should also be recalled 
tha t the 1931, fairly complete list of phonological terminology10 includes, aside 
of combinatory phonemic variants conditioned by the environment of the 
concerned phoneme, also stylistic variants of the phoneme, both independent 
and combinatory (I.e., p . 3X9f), where the attribute 'stylistic', as a rule, means 
'emotionally motivated'. 

More instances of the kind, of course, might be adduced here11; still, all 
of them were only considered, in the early stage of phonology, as more or less 
isolated instances of emotionally motivated exceptions from the regularities 
otherwise established in the referential ('purely communicative') function. 
Laziczius, however, was the first linguist to reserve for the emotionally moti
vated phonic facts their due place in the functional hierarchy of phonic facts 
viewed in their entirety, and no longer to treat them as mere exceptions to 
the rules governing the phonic phenomena of the purely communicative 
utterances. This new approach Laziczius was enabled to take by drawing 
consistent consequences from the well-known Karl Bühler's model of language12 

which, at tha t time, constituted an important signpost showing linguistic 
research a way to more fruitful results. 

Laziczius's conception was to be later criticized by Trubetzkoy13, especial
ly for not distinguishing clearly between phonic phenomena signalling expression 
(Kundgabe) and those signalling appeal (Appell). The criticism was justified, 
as far as it went. Still, Trubetzkoy himself, in the long run, was forced to admit 
the difficulty of drawing a distinct line between the two kinds of phenomena 
in concrete fieldwork, and indeed — at least to a degree — gave some satisfac
tion to Laziczius's lack of distinction between the two spheres by using one 
and the same undifferentiated tern 'phonostylistics' (Lautstilistik) for the 
discipline examining both of them. 

There are two important maxims of modern functionalist linguistics 
which owe, if not their origin, then certainly their widespread acknowledge
ment to Laziczius's inspiration: first, tha t emotively functioning phonic 
facts are just as conventional in the given language community as are the 
phonic facts serving the purposes of 'pure', i.e. non-emotional communication, 
and second, tha t Laziczius's conclusions concerning the phonic level of language 
should also be applied to its higher levels, especially to the grammatical. 
In other words, any deviation from the established grammatical regularity is 

10 Projet de terminologie phonologique standardisée. Travaux du Cercle Linguis-
*ique de Prague 4 (1931): 309—323. 

11 Already in pre-structuralist models of language emotive expressions used to 
attract linguists' attention (see, e. g., V. MACHEK, Studie о tvofení vyrazu expresivních. 
Praha 1930; BRITTA М. CHARLESTON, Studies on the Emotional and Affective Means of 
Expression in Modern English. Bern 1960). On account of their non-structuralist ap
proach they necessarily lack the hierarchical perspective. 

18 KARL BÜHLER, Sprachtheorie (Jena 1934). Bühler's model was;, of course 
later supplemented or otherwise modified (e. g. by Jakobson and K. Horálek). Still, 
in its gross outlines it preserves its usefulness. 

13 N. S. TRUBETZKOY, Grundzüge der Phonologic (Travaux du CLP 7, Prague 1939), 
pp. 28ff. 
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apt to function as an emotive signal, provided tha t the given language commu
nity accepts it as such, i.e. conventionalizes it for this purpose. As an example 
of such conventionalized grammatical deviation may be mentioned the Mod. 
English feminine pronominal reference to nouns denoting inanimate beings 
('things') to which otherwise only a reference by the neutral pronoun is common 
(see. e.g., a driver's reference to his car, a a pilot's reference to his plane, etc.14). 
The emotionally motivated variants of the ModE word-order in the sentence 
are too well known to need any detailed commentary (and the same is even 
more true of lexical varieties grouping themselves into what is rather inade
quately called »synonymic groups' used to denote indentical extra-lingual 
facts; in reality, such varieties are stylistically differentiated, at least some of 
them serving again as signals of emotion). One might almost say tha t there 
exists a kind of complementary distribution between the 'purely communi
cative' and the emotional means of language inasmuch as items of each 
of the two categories of language means can only be used in the functional 
situations duly pertinent to them. (Except, of course, the instances of ironical 
usage, which constitute a very special case, signalled also by some secondary, 
paralinguistic means, such as gestures, mimic accompaniment of utterances, 
etc.) Though not expressly stated, this kind of complementary distribution 
was, i n n u с e at least, foreshadowed in Laziczius's conception which 
included his 'emphatica' within the hierarchy of basic phonic phenomena seen 
from the functionalist viewpoint. 

The acuity of Laziczius's vision is best revealed by the fact tha t the 
phonologists of the Western countries were to realize the functional specificity 
as well as the structural autonomy of other than 'purely communicative' phonic 
facts much later — roughly, at the end of the nineteen-forties.15 I t is only to be 
regretted tha t the premature death as well as adverse working conditions 
prevented the highly original scholar to further develop his ingenious ideas 
outlined as early as at the beginning of the nineteen-thirties. 

J O S E F VACHEK 

14 For other instances of the kind, see J . VACHEK, Notes on Gender in Modern 
English. Sborník praci fil. fak. Brno A12 (1964): 189-194. 

15 See especially С. C. FRIES—K. L. P I K E , Coexistent Phonemic Systems. Language 
26. (1949): 2 9 - 6 0 . 




